LESSON: Rugby laws
THEME: Game plan

LEVEL

EdRugby Online Educational Resource
Lower secondary

GAME PL AN

DESCRIPTION:
Students are introduced to information texts related to the laws in the game
of Rugby. They explore a range of texts and discuss the features.

OUTCOMES
This lesson contributes to the achievement of the following unit outcomes:

English
With teacher guidance, identifies and discusses how linguistic structures
and features work to shape readers’ and viewers’ understanding of texts.
Draws on knowledge and linguistic structures and features to explain how
texts are constructed.

SUGGESTED TIME:
50 minutes

WHAT YOU NEED:
– class copies of the student handouts (at the end of this lesson plan)
– highlighters or coloured pencils
– copy of the booklet Rugby Laws of the Game 2003 (New Hobson Press or
www.irb.com/laws_regs)
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Lesson: Rugby laws

PART 1: PURPOSE AND CONTEXT
a. Work with the class to brainstorm some situations that use rules and laws.
Some suggested questions include:
Where do we find rules or laws?
What are some examples?
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How would you explain these rules to someone else?
How would you explain the school rules to a new student or to a new teacher?
Discuss the idea that their explanation would vary according to their
purpose and context, how and why they are produced, and their audience –
who is going to view, read or listen to them.
b. Ask students what they know about Rugby terms and if they have heard of the
terms ‘ruck’ and ‘maul’. Ask how they would explain these laws to thousands
of people around Australia. Ask if their explanation would need a visual
component such as a photograph or diagram.
c. Distribute Student handouts – Law 16 Ruck, Law 17 Maul and Welcome to
Rugby. Explain that the three texts on these handouts are factual descriptions.
Ask students where they think the excerpts are from. Allow time for students
to read the handouts.
Explain that the first two texts (Law 16 Ruck and Law 17 Maul) come from
Rugby Laws of the Game 2003, a book explaining the laws or rules of the
game and that both Law 16 and Law 17 have a further four pages of
explanation for the terms ‘ruck’ and ‘maul’.
Explain that Student handout – Welcome to Rugby comes from a promotional
booklet given to parents and children to interest them in the game of Rugby.
This booklet explains six different laws of Rugby in just ten sentences.
d. Ask students why they think the Rugby Laws of the Game and Welcome to
Rugby have been produced as booklets rather than as videos. Question
students about the advantages and disadvantages of these two forms.
Explain that referees, coaches, players and sports teachers need to be able
to refer to the ‘Laws of Rugby’ on the spot, at any time during a training
session or a game, wherever they are.
e. Explain that while handouts Law 16 Ruck, Law 17 Maul and Welcome to Rugby
may have some similarities in subject matter, the first two have been composed
differently to the third. While they all seek to explain the Rugby terms like
‘ruck’ and ‘maul’, they do this in different ways.
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PART 2: STRUCTURE
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a. Ask students to compare student handouts Law 16 Ruck and Law 17 Maul by
placing them side by side. Work with the class to brainstorm the similarities
between the two handouts, noticing the way they are set out and their structure.
Ask students to add labels to their own copies of the handouts. Use the
following table and features as a guide.
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Similarities between handouts Law 16 Ruck and Law 17 Maul
The heading comes first

LAW 16 — RUCK

LAW 17 — MAUL

A definition of the term
is given which explains
it in a few lines.

DEFINITIONS

DEFINITIONS

A ruck is a phase of play
where one or more players
from each team, who are on
their feet, in physical contact,
close around the ball on the
ground. Open play has ended.

A maul occurs when a
player carrying the ball is
held by one or more
opponents, and one or
more of the ball-carrier’s
team mates bind on the
ball carrier. All the players
Rucking. Players are
involved are on their feet
rucking when they are in a
and moving towards a
ruck and using their feet to
goal-line. Open play has
try to win or keep possession
ended.
of the ball, without being
guilty of foul play.

1 FORMING A RUCK

1 FORMING A MAUL

Another clear heading
starts the explanation.

Where A ruck can take place Where A maul only takes
only in the field-of play.
place in the field of play.

The explanation gives
the where and how of
the terms.

How Players are on their
feet. At least one player
must be in physical contact
with an opponent.

How Players must be on
their feet.

SUMMARY

A Summary completes
the explanation of 1 and
it is written in note form.

Ruck: Ball on the ground;
needs at least two players
on their feet, one from each
team.

SUMMARY
Maul: At least three players;
all on their feet, the ball
carrier and one from each
team.

Number 1 is the first of
six explanations of
different aspects of the
term.
Both are illustrated by
a black and white sketch
of men playing Rugby.

b. Ask students to study handout Welcome to Rugby. Discuss the following:
− only a small section of the booklet is used to explain some of Rugby’s
different plays
− the explanations are general
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− the purpose of the explanations is to introduce parents and students to
some of the features of the game
− ruck and maul are covered in three short sentences which explain why they
are formed.
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c. Ask students to compare the definition of ruck from handout Law 16 Ruck
with the explanation from handout Welcome to Rugby. Use the points below
as a guide to comparing and discussing the features.
Notice that the explanations from Welcome to Rugby are more general and
don’t explain the where or how of the plays. The explanation would help its
readers identify different plays when watching a game but not help them
understand where and how to make the play. It does explain the why, that
rucks and mauls are ways the game is kept moving.
Notice that though there are no headings in the explanation from Welcome
to Rugby, each different play is written in capital letters and bolded. These
features act a bit like a heading.
Notice that unlike that of Law 16, the sketches in Welcome to Rugby are all
young children. No detail is shown. There are no uniforms or sides. The skin
and clothes are white and the hair and boots black. The figures are similar
to cartoon figures. Notice that the illustration for Law 16 shows a variety of
hair and skin types and that details of uniforms are given. It is easy to tell
that two different sides are represented. This sketch is more naturalistic.

PART 3: COMPOSING
Ask students to complete one of the following tasks:
a. Write and draw a law for an introductory pamphlet explaining a rule or law of
a sport you like or one of the school rules. Give a definition, an explanation
and a summary. When you have finished the text you should explain its
purpose, context and audience. Also explain the features of the work and
the choices you made while composing it.
b. Write a general description of the features of a sport or a hobby that you are
involved in for an introductory pamphlet. When you have finished your text
you should explain its purpose, context and audience. Also explain the
features of the work and the choices you made while composing it.
c. Sketch a drawing explaining a rule or law of a sport you like or of one of the
school rules. The sketch could be either for a rule book or introductory
pamphlet. The sketch should be appropriate for its audience. When you
have finished your sketch you should explain its purpose, context and
audience. Also explain the features of the work and the choices you made
while creating it.
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PART 4: REFLECTION
Reflect on the role of sportsmanship and friendship in participating in sports or
hobbies. Discuss the importance of working with other people to play fairly and
within the rules set out in the game.
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PART 5: EXTENSION
Design, write and illustrate a pamphlet that introduces parents and children
to their favourite sport or hobby.
Use the Internet to research road rules and how they are represented in
various countries around the world.
Collect a range of information brochures and compare features.

Explore www.rugby.com.au/edrugby (select ‘ONLINE RESOURCE’) for a
student interactive activity related to this lesson.
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STUDENT HANDOUT LAW 16 – RUCK
LAW 16 — RUCK
DEFINITIONS
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A ruck is a phase of play where one or more players from each team, who are
on their feet, in physical contact, close around the ball on the ground. Open
play has ended.
Rucking. Players are rucking when they are in a ruck and using their feet to
try to win or keep possession of the ball, without being guilty of foul play.

1. FORMING A RUCK
Where – A ruck can take place only in the field-of play.
How – Players are on their feet. At least one player must be in physical contact
with an opponent.

SUMMARY
Ruck: Ball on the ground; needs at least two players on their feet, one from
each team.

2. Joining A Ruck
a. All players forming, joining or taking part in a ruck must have their heads
and shoulders no lower than their hips.
Penalty: Free Kick
b. A player joining a ruck must bind onto the ruck with at least one arm around
the body of a team-mate, using the whole arm.
c. Placing a hand on another player in the ruck does not constitute binding.
d. All players forming, joining or taking part in a ruck must be on their feet.
Penalty: Penalty Kick
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STUDENT HANDOUT LAW 16 – RUCK CONT’D
3. Rucking
a. Players in a ruck must endeavour to stay on their feet.
b. A player must not voluntarily fall or kneel in a ruck. This is dangerous play.
c. A player must not voluntarily collapse a ruck. This is dangerous play.
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d. A player must not jump on top of a ruck.
Penalty: Penalty Kick
e. Players must have their heads and shoulders no lower than their hips.
Penalty: Free Kick
f. A player rucking for the ball must not ruck players on the ground. A player
rucking for the ball tries to step over players on the ground and must not
voluntarily step on them. A player rucking must do so near the ball.
Penalty: Kick for dangerous play

4. Other Ruck Offences
a. Players must not return the ball into a ruck.
Penalty: Free Kick
b. Players must not handle the ball in a ruck.
c. Players must not pick up the ball in a ruck with their legs.
d. Players on the ground in or near the ruck must try to move away from the
ball. These players must not interfere with the ball in the ruck or as it comes
out of the ruck.
e. A player must not fall on or over a ball as it is coming out of a ruck.
Penalty: Penalty Kick
f. A player must not take any action to make the opposing team think that the
ball is out of the ruck while it is still in the ruck.
Penalty: Free Kick
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STUDENT HANDOUT LAW 17 – MAUL
LAW 17 — MAUL
DEFINITIONS
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A maul occurs when a player carrying the ball is held by one or more
opponents, and one or more of the ball-carrier’s team mates bind on the ball
carrier. All the players involved are on their feet and moving towards a goalline. Open play has ended.

1. FORMING A MAUL
Where – A maul only takes place in the field of play.
How – Players must be on their feet.

SUMMARY
Maul: At least three players; all on their feet, the ball carrier and one from each
team.

2. Joining a Maul
a. Players joining a maul must have their heads and shoulders no lower than
their hips.
Penalty: Free Kick
b. A Player must be caught in or bound to the maul and not just alongside it.
c. Placing a hand on another player in the maul does not constitute binding.
d. Keeping players on their feet. Players in a maul must endeavour to stay on
their feet. The ball carrier in a maul may go to ground proving the ball is
available immediately and play continues.
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STUDENT HANDOUT LAW 17 – MAUL CONT’D
e. A player must not voluntarily collapse a maul. This is dangerous play.
f. A player must not jump on top of a maul.
Penalty: Penalty Kick

3 Other Maul Offences
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a. A player must not try to drag an opponent out of a maul.
Penalty: Penalty Kick
b. A player must not take any action to make the opposing team think that the
ball is out of the maul while it is still in the maul.
Penalty: Free Kick

4 Off-Side at the Maul
a. The off-side line. There are two off-side lines parallel to the goal-lines, one
for each team. Each off-side line runs through the hindmost foot of the
hindmost player in the maul.
b. A player must either join a maul, or retire behind the off-side line
immediately. If a player loiters at the side of a maul, the player is off-side.
Penalty: Penalty Kick on the offending team’s off-side line
c. Players joining the maul. Players joining a maul must do so from behind the
foot of the hindmost team-mate in the maul. The player may join alongside
this player. If the player joins the maul from the opponents side, or in front
of the hindmost team-mate, the player is off-side.
Penalty: Penalty Kick on the offending team’s off-side line
d. Players not joining the maul. All players in front of the off-side line and who
do not join the maul, must retire behind the off-side line at once. A player
who does not do so, is off-side. If any player who is behind the off-side line
oversteps it and does not join the maul, the player is off-side.
Penalty: Penalty Kick on the offending team’s off-side line
e. Players leaving or rejoining the maul. Players who leave a maul must
immediately retire behind the off-side line, otherwise, they are off-side. If the
player rejoins the maul in front of the hindmost team-mate in the maul, they
are off-side. The player may rejoin the maul alongside the hindmost team-mate.
Penalty: Penalty Kick on the offending team’s off-side line
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STUDENT HANDOUT WELCOME TO RUGBY
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Excerpt from page 3 of Welcome to Rugby, Australian Rugby and the Australian
Sports Commission website www.ausport.gov.au.

If a player is tackled to
the ground they must
release the ball which
usually results in a RUCK.
If a player is held while
standing, a MAUL will
usually be formed. The
purpose of the ruck or
maul is so that the game
can continue without any
stoppage in play.

The line-out and scrum
are two key distinguishing
factors to the game of
Rugby Union. A SCRUM
occurs when there is an
accidental infringement
and a LINE-OUT occurs
when the ball goes out
of bounds.

A try is scored when a
player places the ball in
the opposition’s in-goal
area. It is counted as 5
points and can be
converted to an additional
2 points with a successful
PLACE KICK or drop
kick. Points may also be
awarded from a DROP
KICK in general play and
a penalty kick. Both are
worth 3 points.

RUCK

SCRUM

PLACE KICK

MAUL

LINE OUT

DROP KICK
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